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The Game Idea

Swarm Intelligence is a programming game. Each player
programs virtual robots. All robots walk together on an alien
environment and try to be the first in the goal field. While doing
this, they have to take care not to run out of energy. To recharge
their power supply, the robots can walk on an energy field. Apart
from these fields there can also be objects in their way. These
objects have to be circumvented or pushed away. The same holds
true for other robots.
The game is over, when the first robot steps on the goal.



Robot Programming

Each robot is a xml-rpc server. The game acts as a client that
connects to several robot servers.
The game will be called with the addresses of robots (host and
port) and will communicate with the robots during the turns.
The robots can be written in every programming language that can
handle xml-rpc. Robots exist already in Erlang, PHP, Ruby and
Python.



Robot XML-RPC Interface 1/2

int GameID = start game()

int speed, sight, power, weight, energy, voice =
get attributes(GameID)



Robot XML-RPC Interface 2/2

string Name = get name(GameID)

string Owner = get owner(GameID)

string Version = get spec version(GameID)

string Action = next(GameID, EnvironmentList)

int MoveNumber = move(GameID)

int PushNumber = push(GameID)

list (string Message, int Range) = shout(GameID)

listen(GameID, Message)

end game(GameID, Message)

base64-binary-data Image = get image(GameID)



Start and End of a game

int GameID = start game()

This is the first call in each game.
GameID is a number that must be a unique identifier. The
GameID will be used as the first parameter in all subsequent calls
to that robot. This ensures that a single robot can participate in
several games at the same time or can participate with several
instances in the same game.

end game(GameID, Message)

This is the last call in each game. The message is one of “winner”,
“loser” or “quit”. Since it can not be guaranteed that the client
can send this call, each robot server has to take care of removing
old games after a while.
The game ends, when a robot moves on a goal field. It also ends,
when a robot is pushed on a goal field.



Init a Robot

get attributes(GameID)

Returns a list of values:speed, sight, power, weight, energy, voice
These values will be asked from the robot at the beginning of the
game. The sum of these values must be exactly 22.
Note that 0 is a valid value for an attribute.

Example:

energy = 10
speed = 5
sight = 5
power = 0
weight = 0
voice = 2



Description of the Attributes

energy

A robot can only walk or push something if its energy is larger
than 0.

Whenever a robots tries to walk or push something, its energy
is reduced by 1.

When a robot walks on or is pushed on an energy field, its
energy is instantly set to its initial value. Standing on an
energy field does not increase the energy (could be interesting
if the robot pushes objects around an energy field).

And an energy field does not disappear after it is used.

speed

The speed defines the number of actions per turn, that a robot can
try: Example: speed = 2
walk 2 fields or walk 1 field and push 1 object



Description of the Attributes

power, weight

If a robots wants to push an object or another robot, this will only
be successful if the weight of the object or the other robot is equal
or smaller than the power of the pushing robot.

sight

How far a robots can see is determined by his sight value. On
every call of next a robot gets a list of all fields that are less or
equal distant than its sight.

Example:

sight = 3



Description of the Attributes

voice

How far the voice of a robot could reach (measured in 10 fields).

Example:
voice = 3

shout range is between 0 and 30



A Turn

next(GameID, EnvironmentList)

EnvironmentList is a list consisting of the
following words free, object, energy,
robot, start, goal, outside. The length of
this list is defined by the value of sight.
The picture shows the sequence of the
fields in the environment list for sight=3.

1 The robots are called in a random sequence.

2 In this sequence, each robot’s next function is called to determine
what the robot wants to do next :-)
Possible answers are: do nothing, move to, push object or shout out.

3 Depending on this answer, one of the following functions is
called:move, push or shout.

4 point 2 and 3 are repeated speed times.



What a robot can see and where objects can be

1 objects and robots are objects

2 each field has an object- and a ground-layer

3 objects can only be on the object layer

4 only one object per field is allowed (the start field is special: all robots are put

there on the first turn. This means that the object layer of the start field is full until all robots have left the

start field.)

5 any object can be put on any field, this does not change the
ground layer of a field.



What a robot can do

A robot can do three things: move, push and shout.

move

int MoveNumber = move(GameID)
The returned MoveNumber must be in the range from 0 to 5.
Each of these numbers would move the robot on the field in the
environment list with the corresponding index.
Example:

EvironmentList: free free object energy free free ...
MoveNumber: 0 1 2 3 4 5 -

It’s up to the client to handle wrong numbers, possibly by
removing the robot from the game or randomly choosing a number
between 0 and 5.



What a robot can do

push

int PushNumber = push(GameID)
The returned PushNumber must be in the range from 0 to 5. Each
of these numbers would indicate the direction in which the robot
tries to push something (see move).
This does not move the robot.
If the object or robot is to heavy to be pushed (weighs more than
the power of the pushing robot), then nothing happens (especially
no feedback and no movement whatsoever).
Objects and robots can only be pushed on energy-, free-, start-, or
goal-fields.
You can not push more than one object/robot at a time. That
means you can not push a row of objects/robots.



What a robot can do

shout

list (string Message, int Range) = shout(GameID)
listen(GameID, Message)
Message is a string that will be delivered (instantly) to all robots
within the given range. This is done through the listen call of each
robot.
Range can be between 0 and voice ∗ 10.



Some sample maps

blue: energy

green: free

dark-red: start

light-red: goal

gray: objects with different weights

black: outside



example
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iron robot



iron robot light



strange
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